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1 Introduction

▶ Light is electromagnetic (EM) wave which is transverse in nature. Electric field E(r, t) and

magnetic field B(r, t) in EM wave oscillate in mutually perpendicular directions; furthermore,
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Polarization of Light

Figure 1: A plane progressive EM wave. n̂ is the direction of electric field vector and k̂ is the

propagation direction of EM wave.

the wave propagation direction (i.e, the direction of the wave vector k) is also perpendicular to

E and B fields. The fields in a plane progressive EM wave can be represented by,

E(r, t) = E0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

= n̂E0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

and

B(r, t) = B0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

(1)

Here, the wave propagation velocity is given by,

vw =
ω

|k|
=

ω

k

The spatial variation of EM fields in a plane progressive EM wave is depicted in figure - 1; in

which it is clear the E, B and k are mutually perpendicular to each other.

In EM wave, E and B fields are interrelated to each other by the relation,

B(r, t) =
1

c
[k̂ ×E(r, t)]

The strength of magnetic field is c times smaller than the electric field strength. As the speed of

light c is very large number, the magnetic field strength is quite small compared to electric field

strength.

▶ The direction of polarization of EM wave or light is considered as the direction of

electric field vector. Any source of light contains very large number of atomic sources. Due to

electron transition from higher energy levels to lower energy levels in the atoms, EM wave packets

are emitted from these atoms. The emission process is random and there is no correlation among

the atoms. Therefore, the wave pulses coming from individual atoms have no correlation and as

a result the emitted EM waves may have random polarization directions with respect to each

other. That means, overall light emitted form normal source is unpolarized wave, in which
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polarization direction randomly distributed. However, for each wave packet emitted form atomic

emitter must obey the the condition : E ⊥ B ⊥ k. If in EM wave the polarization direction

does not show any random orientation then the wave is said to be polarized wave, later we can

see that polarized wave can be classified in few types.

▶ While EM wave propagates through any material medium, it’s electric field interacts with

the atoms, molecules of the material; more specifically interacts with the charge distribution

of the material. The electric field of EM wave induces macroscopic dipole moment inside the

material. For linear material, the induced dipole moment is linearly proportional to the strength

of electric field. In linear medium, the induced dipole moment per unit volume related to the

electric field as,

P (r, t) = ϵ0χe(ω)E(r, t)

where, the susceptibility χe(ω) is in general function of frequency ω. The frequency dependent

permittivity ϵ(ω) can be represented by,

ϵ(ω) = ϵ0(1 + χe(ω))

From the basic theory of electrodynamics, in particular from the Maxwell’s equations, it can be

shown that the speed of EM wave in material is,

v =
1√

µ0ϵ(ω)
=

1√
µ0ϵ0(1 + χ(ω))

=
c√

1 + χ(ω)

Hence the refractive index becomes,

n(ω) =
c

v
=
√

1 + χ(ω)

χe physically represents the response of the material on application of electric field. It depends

on the charge distribution in the material and depending on the charge distribution, χe can

exhibit anisotropic variation. That means, in different directions in the material its values are

different. The system (generally crystalline material) in which such anisotropy is observed is

called as anisotropic material. For example calcite crystal is an anisotropic crystal. As the

speed of light depends on χe, in anisotropic material speed of light is different along different

directions.

2 Anisotropic material

In this medium, the electronic properties, in particular, the permittivity or the susceptibility

exhibits anisotropic variations. Uniaxial crystal is a kind of anisotropic medium. In these kind

of crystals, the permittivity ϵ is different along a particular direction (fixed to the crystal) and

any perpendicular direction to this reference direction, ϵ remain same. The direction along which

ϵ is different is called optic axis of the crystal. Later we will see that optic axis can be defined

in an alternative way in terms of speed of light of two different polarization components. Since,

the system has only one such direction, it is called uniaxial crystal. There exist biaxial crystal
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also; for which we can identify two optic axis. Mathematical theory of biaxial crystal is quite

complicated. Following we consider the propagation of EM wave through uniaxial crystal to

understand how polarization of light explicitly related to the anisotropy of crystal.

2.1 Propagation of light in uniaxial crystal

Figure 2: (In both) Let set the z−axis parallel to optic axis. ϵ|| is the permittivity along optic

axis and the same perpendicular to optic axis is ϵ⊥. Wave is propagating with wave vector k

making an angle θk with optic axis. (a) D field is decomposed in two components : y-component

and x− z component. (b) x− z component of D field is considered with H field normal to both

D and k.

For simplicity we consider our Cartesian z-axis to coincide with the optic axis of the crystal.

The anisotropy of pemittivity is given by,

ϵx = ϵy = ϵ⊥ ̸= ϵz = ϵ||

where, we consider ϵ|| to be the permittivity along the optic axis and ϵ⊥ to be the permittivity

along any perpendicular direction of optic axis. According to our coordinate system, the system

is isotropic on any x− y plane.

Furthermore, we assume that the system is non-magnetic, therefore, it’s permeability is taken

to be µ0. The Maxwell’s equations in the material (no free charge and free current) can be

expressed as,

i) ∇ ·D(r, t) = 0

ii) ∇ ·B(r, t) = 0

iii) ∇×E(r, t) = − ∂

∂t
B(r, t)

iv) ∇×H(r, t) =
∂

∂t
D(r, t)

From these Maxwell’s equations one can derive the wave equation for EM fields. The space-

time variation of fields in a plane progressive EM wave can be represented by (1); and similar

expression can be wrote down for D and H .
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In case of isotropic crystal ϵ is independent of direction in the crystal. In such cases,

D(r, t) = ϵE(r, t)

that means D and E are parallel to each other. However, for anisotropic medium, let the unaxial

crystal depicted in figure - 2,

Dx = ϵxEx = ϵ⊥Ex ; Dy = ϵyEy = ϵ⊥Ey ; Dz = ϵzEz = ϵ||Ez

In more compact form, Dx

Dy

Dz

 =

ϵ⊥ 0 0

0 ϵ⊥ 0

0 0 ϵ||


Ex

Ey

Ez


That means, in anisotropic crystal, D and E fields are not parallel to each other.

Exercise 1. Show that in anisotropic crystal, D field is perpendicular to the wave vector k.

Solution :

For plane progressive wave,

D(r, t) = D0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

where;

k = x̂kx + ŷky + ẑkz and r = x̂x+ ŷy + ẑz

Consider the Maxwell’s equation,

∇ ·D = 0

Now consider the operation,

∂

∂x
exp[i(k · r − ωt)] =

∂

∂x
exp[i(xkx + yky + zkz − ωt)]

= ikx exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

Similarly,
∂

∂y
exp[i(k · r − ωt)] = iky exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

and
∂

∂z
exp[i(k · r − ωt)] = ikz exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

Now,

∇ ·D = 0

⇒
(
x̂

∂

∂x
+ ŷ

∂

∂y
+ ẑ

∂

∂z

)
· (x̂D0x + ŷD0y + ẑD0z)︸ ︷︷ ︸

D0

exp[i(k · r − ωt)] = 0

⇒ i(kxD0x + kyD0y + kzD0z) exp[i(k · r − ωt)] = 0

⇒ ik ·D = 0

(2)

That means D field is perpendicular to wave vector k.
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According to the figure - 2(a), we can consider two components of polarization for an EM wave

propagating along k.

i) Polarization normal to the plane formed by k and optic axis (hence x − z plane), we call

this polarization component as out-of-plane polarization or the y-polarization (according

to our choice of coordinate system).

ii) Another component of polarization is considered to be lying in the plane of k and optic

axis (hence x− z plane). We call this polarization component as in-plane polarization.

• To be noted that, for out-of-plane polarized wave, D is always pointing along perpendicular

direction of the optic axis irrespective of propagation direction k̂. So, this particular polarization

component always experiences ϵ⊥ irrespective of its propagation direction k̂. Therefore, the speed

of propagation of this wave is independent of its propagation direction. We call this light wave

as ordinary wave because it behaves like ordinary light wave propagation through isotropic

medium. Let,

v0 = ordinary wave velocity

Then,

v0 =
1

√
µ0ϵ⊥

• In case of in-plane polarization component, D experiences both ϵ⊥ and ϵ|| (unless the prop-

agation direction is either along x-axis or z-axis). Depending on the direction of propagation

(angle θk), effect of ϵ⊥ and ϵ|| can vary which in effect gives rise to variation speed of EM wave

along different propagation direction θk. Which is unusual in general cases, so, we call this light

wave as extra ordinary wave. The in-plane polarization component would exhibit some inter-

esting phenomena as it experiences the anisotropy of permittivity ϵ. Let’s focus on the in-plane

polarization.

2.1.1 Extraordinary wave velocity

• Consider in figure - 2(b) the in-plane polarized light is traveling along x−axis (i.e, θk = π/2).

Then, its polarization is along z−axis, that means the polarization experiences ϵ||. Hence the

light propagation velocity,

ve =
1

√
µ0ϵ||

where,

ve = extra ordinay wave velocity

• If the in-plane polarized light propagates along optic axis (i.e, θk = 0), then it is polarized

along x−axis and experiences ϵ⊥. The wave propagation speed will be,

1
√
µ0ϵ⊥

= v0 ; idetified as ordinary wave velocity
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• Extra ordinary light wave is polarized in the plane formed by k and optic axis.

Ordinary light wave is polarized in the normal direction of the plane formed by k

and optic axis

• Extra ordinary light and ordinary light both travel with same speed of vo along

the optic axis.

• According to our diagram - 2(b), for in-plane polarized wave, D = (Dx, Dz) and E =

(Ex, Ez). Their relation, (
Dx

Dz

)
=

(
ϵ⊥ 0

0 ϵ||

)(
Ex

Ez

)
(3)

For plane progressive EM wave,

E(r, t) = E0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)] and B(r, t) = B0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

D(r, t) = D0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)] and H(r, t) = H0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

Now, consider the Maxwell’s equation

∇×E = −∂B

∂t

Now from exercise - 2;

⇒ i(k ×E) = iωB = iωµ0H ; non-magnetic material

⇒ H =
1

ωµ0

(k ×E)

Consider the another Maxwell’s equation,

∇×H =
∂D

∂t

⇒ i(k ×H) = −iωD

⇒ D = − 1

ω
(k ×H)

⇒ D = − 1

ω
k ×

(
1

ωµ0

k ×E

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

⇒ D = − 1

µ0ω2
[k × (k ×E)]

⇒ D =
1

µ0ω2
[k2E − k(k ·E)]

For in-plane polarized wave, k = (kx, kz). The components are; kx = |k| sin θk = k sin θk and

kz = |k| cos θk = k cos θk (according to figure - 2(b)).

We have obtained above,

D =
1

µ0ω2
[k2E − k(k ·E)]
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Now, the x−component of in-plane polarized wave,

Dx =
1

µ0ω2
[k2Ex − kx(kxEx + kzEz)]

⇒ ϵ⊥Ex︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dx

=
k2

µ0ω2
(Ex − Ex sin

2 θk − Ez sin θk cos θk)

Now : v0 = 1/
√
µ0ϵ⊥

Wave velocity along k : vw(θk) = ω/k

⇒ (v2w(θk)− v20 cos
2 θk)Ex + (v20 cos θk sin θk)Ez = 0 (4)

Similarly for z-component of in-plane polarized light,

Dz =
1

µ0ω2
[k2Ez − kz(kxEx + kzEz)]

⇒ ϵ||Ez︸︷︷︸
Dz

=
k2

µ0ω2
[Ez − Ez cos

2 θk − Ex cos θk sin θk]

Now : ve = 1/
√
µ0ϵ||

⇒ (v2w(θk)− v2e sin
2 θk)Ez + (v2e cos θk sin θk)Ex = 0 (5)

For non-trivial values of Ex and Ez the determinate of the coefficients of Ex and Ez of

equations (4) and (5) must vanish.

Therefore, ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
v2w − v20 cos

2 θ v20 cos θk sin θk

v2e cos θk sin θk v2w − v2e sin
2 θk

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0

From here it is easy to find out the relation;

v2w(θk) = v20 cos
2 θk + v2e sin

2 θk (6)

where,

vw(θk) = Extra ordinary wave velocity in the direction θk with respect to optic axis (figure - 2)

v0 = 1/
√
µ0ϵ⊥ = Ordinary wave velocity along optic axis

ve = 1/
√
µ0ϵ|| = Extra ordinary wave velocity perpendicular to optic axis.

Exercise 2. For E(r, t) = E0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)], show that ∇×E = i(k ×E)

Hints :

Find the partial derivative like,
∂

∂x
exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

for each x, y, z components (see exercise - 1).
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2.2 Extraordinary wave and extra ordinary ray

Consider the figure - 2(b) in which it is represented that extra ordinary light wave1 is propagating

with wave vector k making an angle θk with the optic axis. For this wave, H field is pointing

Figure 3: Figure for extraordinary light : Wave propagation direction θk ( direction of wave

vector k) and ray propagation direction θr (direction of S) are not same in anisotropic medium.

E is not parallel to D. Here, D ⊥ H ⊥ k and E ⊥ H ⊥ S.

out of the x− z plane (i.e, plane formed by k and optic axis). Hence, three vectors are mutually

perpendicular to each other : D ⊥ k ⊥ H .

If,

k̂ = unit vector along wave propagation direction

d̂ = unit vector along D

ĥ = unit vector along H

Then, from the geometry,

k̂ = d̂× ĥ

Light ray propagation direction is the direction along which EM wave energy flows,

i.e, the direction of Poynting vector which is defined as,

S = E ×H

or ŝ = ê× ĥ

where, the later expressions are of the respective unit vectors.

In anisotropic crystal, it is already noted thatD is not parallel to E. So, in anisotropic crystal

wave propagation direction k̂ (= d̂× ĥ) and ray propagation direction ŝ (= ê× ĥ) are

not same.

The wave propagation and ray propagation associated with extraordinary light in a uniaxial

crystal is schematically depicted in figure - 3

2.2.1 Extarordinary wave and extarordinary ray propagation direction

Following we identify that ray propagation direction and wave propagation direction are related

to each other.
1Already mentioned that extra ordinary light is polarized in the plane of k and optic axis
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The ray velocity (vr) and wave velocity (vw) are defined as,

vr =
|S|
u

and vw =
ω

|k|

where,

Poynting vector : S = E ×H

Energy density : u =
1

2
(D ·E +B ·H)

Now,

H = H0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)] and D = D0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

E = E0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)] and B = B0 exp[i(k · r − ωt)]

Putting these expressions in the following Maxwell’s equations,

∇×H =
∂D

∂t
and ∇×E = −∂B

∂t

We can obtain (with the help of exercise - 2),

D =
1

ω
(H × k) and B =

1

ω
(k ×E)

Now put the expressions of D and B in the energy density expression,

u =
1

2
(D ·E +B ·H)

=
1

2ω
[E · (H × k) +H · (k ×E)]

=
1

ω
k · (E ×H)

=
k · S
ω

u =
1

ω
|k||S| cos(θk − θr)

Ray velocity along θr,

vr(θr) =
|S|
u

=
ω

|k| cos(θk − θr)
; using the above expression of u

But, wave velocity, vw(θk) = ω/|k|
So, we have,

vr(θr) =
vw(θk)

cos(θk − θr)
or vw(θk) = vr(θr) cos(θk − θr) (7)

Now according to figure - 3,

Ex = E cos θr and Ez = −E sin θr

Dx = D cos θk and Dz = −D sin θk
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Also, for anisotropic medium with optic axis parallel to z−axis,

Dx = ϵ⊥Ex =
Ex

µ0v2o
and Dz = ϵ||Ez =

Ez

µ0v2e
Since, as stated earlier,

vo =
1

√
µ0ϵ⊥

and ve =
1

√
µ0ϵ||

So, we have,

Dz

Dx

=
v2o
v2e

Ez

Ex

⇒ tan θk =
v2o
v2e

tan θr

Therefore,with respect to optic axis, the relation between wave propagation direction

θk and ray propagation direction θr,

v2e tan θk = v2o tan θr (8)

▶ Note :

� Suppose, θr = 0, i.e; ray is propagating along optic axis. Hence, obviously θk = 0 (from

relation (8)). That means, along optic axis, wave vector k and light ray coincide.

� Similarly, if θr = π/2 i.e; ray is propagating perpendicular to optic axis. Hence also from

relation (8), θk = π/2. That means, perpendicular to optic axis, wave vector k and

light ray coincide.

2.2.2 Extraordinary ray velocity

In this section we will develop the relation of extraordinary ray velocity with its propa-

gation direction θr.

Consider the relation (7),

vw(θk) = vr(θr) cos(θk − θr) ; Refer to figure - 3

Or,

1

v2r
=

cos2(θk − θr)

v2w

=
(cos θk cos θr + sin θk sin θr)

2

v20 cos
2 θk + v2e sin

2 θk
; Using relation (6) for expression of vw

=
cos2 θr(1 + tan θr tan θk)

2

v2o

(
1 + v2e

v2o
tan2 θk

)
=

cos2 θr

(
1 + v2o

v2e
tan2 θr

)2
v2o

(
1 + v2o

v2e
tan2 θr

) ; Usign expression for tan θk form (8)

=
cos2 θr
v2o

(
1 +

v2o
v2e

tan2 θr

)
=

cos2 θr
v2o

+
sin2 θr
v2e
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Therefore, with respect to optic axis along the direction of θr angle, the extraordinary

ray velocity vr(θr) is given by,

1

v2r(θr)
=

cos2 θr
v2o

+
sin2 θr
v2e

(9)

▶ Extraordinary wave :

The wave propagation velocity at θk angle w.r.t optic axis,

v2w(θk) = v2o cos
2 θk + v2e sin

2 θk

Associated refractive index for extraordinary wave,

1

n2
w(θk)

=
cos2 θk
n2
o

+
sin2 θk
n2
e

where,

nw(θk) =
c

vw(θk)
; no =

c

vo
; ne =

c

ve

▶ Extraordinary ray :

The ray propagation velocity at θr angle w.r.t optic axis,

1

v2r(θr)
=

cos2 θr
v2o

+
sin2 θr
v2e

Associated refractive index for extraordinary ray,

n2
r(θr) = n2

o cos
2 θr + n2

e sin
2 θr

where,

nr(θr) =
c

vr(θr)
; no =

c

vo
; ne =

c

ve

2.2.3 Shape of the extraordinary wave front

Emanating from a point source, in time interval t, the extraordinary ray traverses.

tvr(θr) distance along θr w.r.t optic axis = ρ (say).

tvo distance along optic axis = a (say)

tve distance perpendicular optic axis = b (say)

For extraordinary ray,
1

v2r(θr)
=

cos2 θr
v2o

+
sin2 θr
v2e

Or,
1

ρ2
=

cos2 θr
a2

+
sin2 θr
b2

This represents parametric form of ellipse.

Suppose optic axis is along Cartesian z−axis, then we can consider the transformation,

z = ρ cos θr and x = ρ sin θr
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Hence, we have the standard form of ellipse in x− z plane,

z2

a2
+

x2

b2
= 1

The extraordinary wave front is elliptical in shape in the plane of wave vector k and

optic axis. Any one of axes (either major or minor) of the ellipse coincides with the

optic axis of the uniaxial crystal.

Figure 4:

▶ The wave front is depicted in figure - 4. In this figure :

� The ellipse represents the extraordinary wave front. Which is basically the trajectory of

the tip of light ray at any arbitrary instant of time t.

� Wave vector k is normal to the tangent drawn (dotted line) on the ellipse at the intersection

point by ray. Obviously, ray and wave vector are directed in same direction only along optic

axis and perpendicular to optic axis.

� OP = tvr(θr), ON = tvw(θk), a = tvo and b = tve.

� From the diagram,

ON = OP cos(θk − θr)

Or,

vw = vr cos(θk − θr)

2.2.4 Positive crystal and negative crystal

Ordinary ray travels with velocity vo in every directions, but the extraordinary ray travels with

velocity vo along optic axis and with velocity ve along perpendicular too optic axis. In some
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crystals, vo > ve or (no < ne), these crystals are called positive crystal. On the other hand in

some crystals, vo < ve or (no > ne), these crystals are called negative crystal. The spherical

wave front of ordinary light (red) and elliptical wave front of extraordinary light (blue) is

depicted in figure - 5 for (a) positive crystal and (b) negative crystal.

Figure 5: (a) Positive crystal (vo > ve) and (b) negative crystal (vo < ve). Blue elliptical wave

front for extraordinary light and Red spherical wave front for ordinary light.

2.3 Huygens’ construction of wave front in uniaxial crystal

Unpolarized light when enters in the uniaxial crystal, it splits into ordinary light and extraordi-

nary light and these two light component propagate through the crystal. The propagation can be

explained by constructing Huygens’ wave front for these lights. To do this we should follow some

basic properties of ordinary light and extraordinary light; which are already discussed earlier,

still we summarize some of them here.

• Some basic properties of ordinary light and extraordinary light :

� Ordinary light is polarized normal to the plane formed by wave vector and optic axis.

Extraordinary light is polarized in the plane of wave vector and optic axis.

� Ordinary light propagates with same speed (vo) along every directions. Extraordinary light

ray velocity is direction dependent (see relation (9)).

� Along optic axis, both ordinary ray and extraordinary ray velocity is same.

� Ordinary light wave front is spherical in shape. Shape of extraordinary light wave front is

ellipsoid of revolution.

▶ Below some figures are drawn for various cases of EM wave propagation in

uniaxial crystal. In all these figures - 6 to 9, blue colour indicates extraordinary

wave front (elliptical shape) and red colour indicates ordinary wave front (circular

shape).

14
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Figure 6: Blue colour indicates extraordinary wave front (elliptical shape) and Red colour

indicates ordinary wave front (circular shape). (a) Optic axis (dotted lines) parallel to interface

and in the plane of incidence. (b) Optic axis normal to the interface and in the plane of incidence.

(c) Optic axis parallel to the interface and normal to the plane of incidence.

Figure 7: Blue colour indicates extraordinary wave front (elliptical shape) and Red colour

indicates ordinary wave front (circular shape). Normal incidence of light. Optic axis inclined

with the interface and in the plane of incidence (x − y plane). Note, extraordinary light ray

deviates though the incidence angle is zero.
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Figure 8: Blue colour indicates extraordinary wave front (elliptical shape) and Red colour

indicates ordinary wave front (circular shape). Oblique incidence of light. (a) Optic axis parallel

to interface and in the plane of incidence (x− y plane). (b) Optic axis normal to interface and

in the plane of incidence (x − y plane). In both cases, BQ tangent to ordinary wave front, BR

tangent to extraordinary wave front.

Figure 9: Blue colour indicates extraordinary wave front (elliptical shape) and Red colour

indicates ordinary wave front (circular shape). Oblique incidence of light. Optic axis is inclined

with the interface and in the plane of incidence (x − y plane). BQ tangent to ordinary wave

front, BR tangent to extraordinary wave front.
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1 Analysis of Polarized Light

Light can be characterized by different states of polarization, which may be any one of the

following states,

1. Unpolarized (UP)

2. Linearly polarized (LP)

3. Circularly polarized (CP)

4. Elliptically polarized (EP)

5. Linearly polarized + Unpolarized (LP+UP)

6. Circularly polarized + Unpolarized (CP+UP)

7. Elliptically polarized + Unpolarized (EP+UP)

With the help of polarizer (e.g. Nicol prism) and λ/4 (quarter wave) plate we can analysis the

state of polarization of light. Following we discuss how to detect the state of polarization state

of light.

First, place a polarizer in the path of light. Rotate the polarizer gradually by 3600 about the

direction of propagation and observe the intensity of light passing through the polarizer. Any

one of the following observations,

Observation - 1

or, Observation - 2

or, Observation - 3

may be recorded and we can conclude about the observations as discussed below.

� Observation - 1 : Complete extinction of light intensity at two orientation (separated by

1800) of polarizer.

Conclusions : The incident light is linearly polarized.

Explanation : When the passing axis becomes perpendicular to the plane of vibration,

no light intensity passes through the polarizer.
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Figure 1:

� Observation - 2 : No variation of intensity observed over the full rotation of polarizer.

Conclusions : Incident light can be in any one of the following state,

(i) Unpolarized

or

(ii) Circularly polarized

or

(iii) Unpolarized + Circularly polarized

Figure 2:

Now we have to determine specifically the state of polarization out of these three possibil-

ities.

For this purpose, place a λ/4 plate in the path of light in between source and polarizer.

Then, rotate the polarizer gradually by 3600 and observe the intensity. Any one of the

following observations can be recorded,
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– Observation - 2(a) : No variation of intensity over full rotation of polarizer.

Conclusion : Light beam is Unpolarized.

– Observation - 2(b) : Complete extinction of light intensity at two different rotation

angle of polarizer.

Conclusion : Light beam is Circularly polarized.

Explanation : Quarter wave plate transforms circularly polarized light into plane

polarized light. After passing through polarizer, intensity of plane polarized light

becomes zero when the plane of polarization and passing axis of polarizer are mutually

perpendicular.

– Observation - 2(c) : Variation of intensity observed (without complete extinction)

over full rotation of polarizer.

Conclusion : The light beam is Circularly polarized + Unpolarized.

� Observation - 3 : Variation of intensity of light observed but without complete extinction

of intensity over the full rotation of polarizer.

Conclusions : Incident light can be in any one of the following state,

(i) Elliptically polarized

or

(ii) Elliptically polarized + Unpolarized

or

(iii) Linearly polarized + Unpolarized

Figure 3:

Now we have to determine specifically the state of polarization out of these three possibil-
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ities.

For this purpose, set the polarizer for maximum intensity and place a λ/4 plate in between

source and polarizer such that optic axis of the plate is kept parallel to passing axis of

polarizer. Then, rotate the polarizer gradually by 3600 and observe the light intensity.

Any one of the following observations can be recorded.

– Observation - 3(a) : Complete extinction of light intensity for two different rotation

angle of polarizer.

Conclusions : The light is Elliptically polarized.

Explanation : Quarter wave plate converts elliptically polarized light into plane po-

larized light in which plane of polarization makes an angle with the optic axis of the

plate. So, when this converted LP light passes through the polarizer, it is extinguished

for perpendicular orientation of passing axis with the plane of polarization.

– Observation - 3(b) : By rotating the polarizer, variation of intensity without complete

extinction can be observed. Maximum intensity is observed when optic axis of quarter

wave plate is inclined with the passing axis of polarizer.

Conclusion : The light is Elliptically polarized + Unpolarized.

Explanation : Same of the above (explanation for observation - 3(a)). Further, the

non vanishing intensity is due to presence of unpolarized light.

– Observation - 3(c) : Variation of intensity without complete extinction. Maximum

intensity is observed when optic axis of quarter wave plate is parallel with the passing

axis of polarizer.

Conclusion : The light is Linearly polarized + Unpolarized.

Explanation : Linearly polarized light is converted to elliptically polarized light after

passing through the quarter wave plate. The axes of the ellipse are aligned to optic

axis and perpendicular to optic axis of the quarter wave plate. So, when polarizer

passing axis becomes parallel to the optic axis (i.e. also the axes of ellipse), we obtain

maximum intensity. The non vanishing intensity is due to the effect of unpolarized

light.

2 Optical activity

• In broad sense, optical activity or rotatory polarization is the phenomena in which, the plane

of polarization of a plane polarized light rotates continuously during the propagation of light

along the optic axis of some kind of crystals (such as quartz) or during propagation of light

through solution of some kind of substances (such as water-sugar solution). The substances in

which this phenomena is observed are called optically active substances.

• The origin of optical activity is molecular structure of substances in solution. Due to helical

structure of the sugar molecule, it shows optical activity in water solution.

• In case of crystals, structural asymmetry about optic axis gives rise to optical activity.

• The plane of polarization of light in optically active medium can be rotated towards right or
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left depending on the atomic arrangement of substance. The former one is called dextro-rotatory

and the latter is called laevo-rotatory.

2.1 Biot’s law

Biot gave some important laws on optical activity after performing systematic observation on

optical activity. The laws are discussed in the following.

1. The rotation angle of the polarization plane of plane polarized light produced by opti-

cally active substance is directly proportional to the length traversed by the light in the

substance.

2. The combined rotation produced by two different substances having different thickness is

algebraic sum of the rotations produced by individual substances separately.

3. In case of solution of optically active substances, the rotation angle of polarization plane

is directly proportional to concentration of the substances in the solution.

4. The rotation angle of polarization plane depends on the wavelength of light and tempera-

ture. The rotation is approximately proportional to the inverse square of wave length.

• Consider a solution of optically active substance.

Let,

θ = Rotation angle of polarization plane

l = Length of solution through which light is passing

m = Mass of optically active substance per unit volume of solution

Then, from Biot’s laws,

θ ∝ l ×m

or,

θ = slm

where, the constant s is called specific rotation. It depends on the active substance and tem-

perature.

The specific rotation for active solution is defined as :

The amount of rotation of polarization plane produced by optically active solution of length

10 cm containing 1 gm of optically active substance per 1 cc of solution.

• Note : In the above we have defined the specific rotation for active solution. In case of

crystal it is defined as,

The amount of rotation of polarization plane produced by optically active crystal of thickness

1 mm..
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• Rotatory dispersion : According to Biot’s laws, rotation angle of polarization plane by

active medium is approximately proportional to the inverse square of the wavelength. So, if

plane polarized white light passes through optically active medium, then, polarization plane

of different wavelength components rotate by different angles. This will give rise to angular

variation of colours in the sequence of red, yellow, green, blue, violet (in the increasing order of

rotation angle).

Figure 4: Schematic representation of rotatory dispersion.

2.2 Fresnel’s explanation of rotatory optical activity

According to Fresnel, plane polarized light can be considered as superposition of two opposite cir-

cularly polarized light (one is right circularly polarized light (RCP) and another is left circularly

polarized light (LCP)) of equal amplitude. In optically active medium, right circularly polarized

light (RCP) and left circularly polarized light (LCP) propagate with two different speed, there-

fore, they gain relative phase difference. This phase difference increases with traveling distance.

This continuously increasing phase shift between RCP and LCP leads to continuous rotation

of polarization plane of incident plane polarized light. Following we develop the mathematical

theory of Fresnel’s explanation on optical activity.

2.2.1 Mathematical treatment of Fresnel’s theory

Suppose plane polarized light is propagating along z-direction in empty space. We consider the

polarization is along x-direction. We can verify that the plane polarized light can be considered

as superposition of RCP and LCP.

In empty space, both RCP and LCP propagates with same speed. So, they have same value of

wave vector. Now, in empty space components of electric field are represented as,

For RCP :

x component : Er,x = E0 cos(kz − ωt)

y component : Er,y = E0 cos(kz − ωt+ π/2)
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For LCP :

x component : El,x = E0 cos(kz − ωt)

y component : El,y = E0 cos(kz − ωt− π/2)

Therefore, superposition of these RCP and LCP in empty space gives resultants as,

Ex = (Er,x + El,x) = 2E0 cos(kz − ωt)

and Ey = (Er,y + El,y) = 0

So, it is verified that the incident plane polarized light is x-polarized light.

Now, after entering into an active medium, RCP and LCP will propagate with different speed.

So, RCP and LCP will have different values of wave vectors.

The electric field components of right circularly polarized light (RCP) can be given by,

x component : Er,x = E0 cos(krz − ωt)

y component : Er,y = E0 cos(krz − ωt+ π/2)

Electric field components of left circularly polarized (LCP) light can be given by,

x component : El,x = E0 cos(klz − ωt)

y component : El,y = E0 cos(klz − ωt− π/2)

where,

kr = wave vector magnitude of RCP light

and kl = wave vector magnitude of LCP light.

That means,

kr =
ω

vr
=

ωnr

c

where, vr = speed of right RCP light and nr is the refractive index of the same.

Similarly, for LCP,

kl =
ω

vl
=

ωnl

c

where, vl = speed of right LCP light and nl is the refractive index of the same.

Now the resultant fields due superposition of LCP and RCP would give,

x component : Ex = Er,x + El,x = E0 cos(krz − ωt) + E0 cos(klz − ωt)

or,

Ex = 2E0 cos

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z

)
cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
Similarly for y component,

Ey = Er,y + El,y = E0 cos(krz − ωt+ π/2) + E0 cos(klz − ωt− π/2)

or,

Ey = 2E0 cos

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z + π/2

)
cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
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or,

Ey = − 2E0 sin

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z

)
cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
Finally we have the resultant electric field due to superposition of LCP and RCP as,

x− component : Ex = 2E0 cos

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z

)
cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
y − component : Ey = − 2E0 sin

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z

)
cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
The term representing wave propagation for two components is,

cos

(
1

2
(kr + kl)− ωt

)
Clearly, two mutually perpendicular components share same wave propagation part without

any relative phase difference. That means the superposition of the components Ex and Ey

will give plane polarized light. Because, we have already obtained that superposition of two

mutually perpendicular vibrations without any phase difference lead to linear vibration inclined

with coordinate axes.

Suppose, ϕ is the inclination of linear vibration of resultant E field with x axis, then,

tanϕ =
Ey

Ex

= − tan

(
1

2
(kr − kl)z

)
According to our consideration, the incident light was x-polarized. Therefore, rotation angle of

polarization plane in active medium is,

ϕ =
1

2
(kl − kr)z

From this expression it is obvious that polarization plane rotates continuously as the plane po-

larized light propagates through active medium along z-direction.

• The active substance is said to be dextro-rotatory or right handed if the rotation angle

ϕ is +ve. That means, the rotation appears to be counterclockwise when viewed to the source

through active medium. On the other hand, active substance is said to be laevo-rotatory or left

handed if the rotation angle ϕ is −ve. That means, the rotation appears to be clockwise when

viewed to the source through active medium.

3 Faraday rotation

If a plane polarized light is propagating through a medium in presence of magnetic field along

the direction of propagation of light, then, the polarization plane of the plane polarized light gets

rotated. This phenomena is known as Faraday rotation. It was first discovered by Michael

Faraday in 1845.

Rotation angle of polarization plane is given by,

θ = V Hl (1)
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where, H is applied magnetic field intensity, l is the length traveled by light in the medium in

presence of magnetic field and V is a constant called Verdet constant. The constant V depends

on the choice of medium. For silica, V = 2.64× 10−4 degree/Ampere.

Faraday rotation effect is used to measure very high current (∼ 103 Ampere). Consider winding

of single mode optical fiber over a current carrying conductor as shown in the figure-5. Plane

Figure 5: Measurement of high current by Faraday rotation measurement.

polarized light is allowed to propagate through the spiral optical fiber. The current produces

circular magnetic field lines about the conductor. Hence, the magnetic field is along the direction

of light wave propagation. So, due to Faraday rotation, polarization plane of the emergent light

will be rotated with respect to incident light. By measuring the rotation angle one can measure

the current.

Suppose, I be the current through the conductor. If H is associated magnetic field. Then, for

N number of turns of optical fiber we can write down the Ampere’s circuital law as,∮
N turns

H · dl = NI

or,

Hl = NI

where, l is the total length of optical fiber winding of N turns.

Therefore, using expression (1),

θ = V Hl = V NI

or,

I =
θ

V N

Here, one can measure the high current using this expression.
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